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The world is opening up again, slow and steady. The activities are resuming with 
precautions. With festive seasons gone by without an alarming increase in the 
statistics of positive cases for COVID-19, there is a hope that slowly we shall get back 
to a new normal. 

What would be the new normal? How many of us would have really learnt a lesson 
from the last two years, or, our mool klesha, ‘avidya’ would continue to dominate us? 
Being restricted in physical social behavior, the tech savvy population has found many 
ways for virtual socialisation and connectivity. For some it serves well, in dimensions 
of their mental and emotional health, provided there is a balance. For some, it is 
draining, because there is excess. Ultimately, the trick lies in the balancing aspect. 

By balancing, what I mean is the aspect of synthesis & equilibrium in our life. In the 
healthcare centre at Kaivalyadhama, we have about 200 participants coming each 
month. They come from various walks of life, with different levels of experience. 
On every Sunday, in the evening, I spend around 45 minutes with them, to share 
the fundamental philosophy of Yoga and Kaivalyadhama. Some come with the 
predominant view that Yoga is ‘Asana’, some to start their journey in the field of Yoga, 
some for Yoga as therapy, and some to enhance their experience. 

Editorial
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To all of them, I say: 

1. Yoga is a holistic practice that leads to physical, mental, 
emotional, social and spiritual wellbeing . 

2. The most important aspect is that we start to observe and be 
aware of ourselves.

3. The most important aspect is experience. There is abundance 
of information and knowledge floating around in the world. The 
most profound lacuna which the human beings suffer, is from 
experiencing the knowledge. 

4. 'Done' is better than 'said'. 

Our ability to spend more time with ourselves, making us more aware of ourselves 
and what is going on within us, is very important. Great amount of philosophical 
knowledge may not be of much use, if we are unable to implement the most basic 
ones. Therefore the greatest challenge which lies for a human being, is to bridge this 
gap of having the knowledge and implementation of the knowledge. 

In Yoga, implementation means practice. Often, we have a very high benchmark set 
for ourselves, which eventually fades away. So it is important to accept that regularity 
and sincerity, in practice, are important. Even if one practices for 10 minutes, it is 
better than aiming to practice one hour each day and then eventually losing out. 

One also needs to train the brain in a way where simple habits are inculcated. For 
example, given a circumstance that the right time for a meal has passed due to some 
preoccupation, we should make it a habit to then eat a bunch of fruits, nuts or healthier 
options. If we have a long sitting nature of work, we should evolve a method to remind 
ourselves to stand up every 30 minutes and practice one stretching posture. If our 
work / study requires us to be staring at the screen for long durations, then we should 
inculcate a habit of taking a gaze away and probably go and splash some water on our 
eyes at regular intervals. 

Yoga in simplistic sense, is an art to enhance our self-awareness, thus taking a big step 
towards this synthesis at various dimensions of our personality. What is important is 
that we keep it simple, and we promote to make it as a part of everyone’s lives. 

Subodh Tiwari
CEO, Kaivalyadhama

Swami Kuvalyananda Marg, Lonavla, India - 410403
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Diabetes is a kind of disease which depends more on the 
patient than any other factor in successful Diabetes manage-
ment. Keeping your blood sugar levels down to normal in the 
same range as that of people who do not have diabetes is as 
good as not having diabetes.

Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic diseases in which a 
person has high blood sugar, either because the body does not 
produce enough insulin, or because cells do not respond to the 
insulin that is produced

Unfortunately, there is no absolute cure concept in the man-
agement of diabetes. But it makes sense to live with diabetes 
without any medication which is essentially equivalent to cure. 

“Yoga therapy and Naturopathy can be a good answer 
to maintain normal blood sugar levels without any 
medications”

There are many categories of Diabetes mellitus:

Type-1 (insulin dependent)

Type 2 Diabetes mellitus, also known as non-insulin depen-
dent Diabetes mellitus is a gradual process. The body initially 
becomes unable to produce sufficient insulin and/or the body’s 
cells become resistant to insulin. So, the patient goes from 
having impaired glucose tolerance (a condition where insulin 
is reduced but still adequate to convert food into energy) to 
having diabetes.

As soon as a person is diagnosed with diabetes, he may start 
some kind of rigorous exercise preferably Yoga therapy under 
expert medical supervision, lose some weight, cut down his 
carbohydrates and discover that his glucose levels drop down 
to normal. But this does not mean he is cured of diabetes or is 

out of danger from its dreaded complications. If he gains back 
his weight or scales back on his  exercise and diet, his blood 
glucose shoots up. Also, the pathology of reduced insulin pro-
duction and insulin resistance intensifies over a period of time. 
This makes room not only for a worsened diabetic profile but 
for all those serious complications like neuropathy, nephrop-
athy and retinopathy.

Gestational Diabetes 
Gestational diabetes (GDM) is DM that occurs during a preg-
nancy, and the blood sugar level is too high during this time. 
Classically the main symptoms of Diabetes mellitus are :

Polydipsia
As the concentration of glucose increases in the blood, brain 
receives signal for diluting it and, in its counteraction we feel 
thirsty. 

Polyuria
Increase in urine production is due to excess glucose present 
in body. Body gets rid of the extra sugar in the blood by excret-
ing it through urine. This leads to dehydration because along 
with the sugar, a large amount of water is excreted out of the 
body

Polyphagia
The hormone insulin is also responsible for stimulating 
hunger. In order to cope up with high sugar levels in blood, 
body produces insulin which leads to increased hunger. 

Don't be 
too sweet!
Reverse Diabetes 
Mellitus in a 
holistic way
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Scope of Yoga therapy and Naturopathy 
treatments in diabetes management and its 
complications:

As World Diabetes Day is round the corner approaching let us 
understand the scope of Naturopathy treatments in managing 
them.

Naturopathic approach will be planning required cleansing 
therapies along with medication to reduce or remove depen-
dency on insulin injections and other medications. Focus 
would be to bring desired results and lessen diabetic compli-
cations with herbal replacements and by establishment of new 
HEALTHY HABITS in life like Yoga therapy, diet, timely mon-
itoring of the glucose levels, regular medication and frequent 
sittings with the doctor to analyse and tackle the problems.

Naturopathy and Yoga therapy has its mark on managing 
diabetes mellitus. A wide range of yogic treatments, mainly 
Kriyas, yoga therapy, Nature cure treatments including full 
massage along with steams, hydrotherapy treatments, Cold 
hip bath, GH packs, compresses, Enema, Naturopathic diet 
helps in managing the Diabetes mellitus and its complications.

There are various complications of uncontrolled blood sugar, 
for example-

Diabetic Neuropathy

Diabetic Retinopathy

Diabetic Nephropathy

Diabetic Amyotrophy

Diabetic Foot

Post stroke management

Diabetic myonecrosis, etc

The above-mentioned complications can be easily treated by 
Naturopathy, Yoga therapy, and Naturopathic Diabetic diet.

There is a saying--

“Discipline is a gift that Diabetes gives to use as a 
tool to fight it”

Thus, once diabetes has been diagnosed and the initial treat-
ment started, there is a strong need for a planned routine and 
regular follow up with the doctor to keep it under control and 
avoid complication.

Treatment Duration: 
7 days / 14 days / 21 days

For more details, contact: +91 74990 46790

www.kdham.com

Diabetes Retreat Program with 
Naturopathy at Kaivalyadhama

Applying 
the S-ART 
Framework 
to Yoga:
Exploring the Self-
Regulatory Action of Yoga 
Practice in Two Culturally 
Diverse Samples
The Scientific Research Department of Kaivalyadhama 
is happy to share with you all an important milestone 
in dissemination of Kdham research as well as in col-
laborative research through its article published in 
a fully open-access journal, Frontiers in Psychology. 
The article entitled "Applying the S-ART Framework 
to Yoga: Exploring the Self-Regulatory Action of Yoga 
Practice in Two Culturally Diverse Samples" and 
jointly authored by Dr. Laura Tolbaños-Roche and Dr. 
Praseeda Menon.

Click on the link below to read the full article:

https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.585300

Kaivalyadhama on Instagram

https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2021.585300
https://www.instagram.com/kaivalyadhama/%3Fhl%3Den
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Impact of Yoga 
on Autoimmune Diseases 
MS. RENU JAIN

A certified yoga professional from 

Kaivalyadhama who has won 

over autoimmune disorders like 

Rheumatoid Arthritis, Thyroid, and 

Alopecia by adopting Yoga based 

lifestyle approach

We have grown learning and know-
ing that our immunity is our greatest 
shield against diseases and works as the 
defense mechanism to protect our body. 
But what if this immunity is misled to 
fight against something it is supposed to 
protect?

Rheumatic Arthritis, Thyroid, Lupus, 
Alopecia, IBD, Type 1 Diabetes, Psoriasis, 
etc are all examples of auto-immune 
disorders, where the body is literally 
attacking itself. Modern science has 
been struggling over the years to treat 
such diseases and in many cases, there 
are no real treatments, but just man-
agement of the symptoms to ease the 
suffering.

Understanding Yoga for 
Diseases

Studies, research, and experience have 
shown that Yoga can help manage such 
autoimmune disorders at a physical, 
mental, and emotional level. Yoga is 
truly a lifestyle and thus has a complete 
message and the blueprint to make the 
right modifications and recalibrate your 
health. Adopting such a lifestyle, backed 
by the right practices, diet, and man-
aging the mind can make a significant 
positive impact on those suffering from 
auto-immune diseases.

Recent studies also show that moderate 
exercises can stop/reduce inflammation 
in the body, which is common with many 
autoimmune diseases. Traditional yoga 

asanas are gentle and practiced to one’s 
capacity and comfort. Thus regular and 
sustained yoga practice can increase 
muscle strength, endurance, and bal-
ance. The asanas help in improving flex-
ibility of the joints and mobility which 
are very useful in the case of rheumatic 
arthritis. Stress and anxiety are known 
to worsen auto-immune conditions.

Studies show that yoga stimulates the 
parasympathetic nervous system which 
reduces the body’s stress response. 
Yoga & Ayurveda helps to develop a 
general sense of calmness and wellbe-
ing through mindfulness, meditative 
focus, and increased body awareness, 
which leads to a reduction in stress and 
anxiety.

Managing Auto-Immune 
Disorders:

One of the most important challenges of 
Auto-Immune disorders is the chang-
ing condition of health/ pain/ suffering 
experienced each day which literally 
takes away the joy of living. It is thus 
necessary for people suffering from 
autoimmune disorders to shift their 
focus away from the body to something 
that is deeper and more meaningful. 
Realizing that we are not just our body 
and much more can add a different 
perspective to the management of such 
disorder. Understanding the personal 
triggers which aggravate your situa-
tion can only come from a deep sense 
of total awareness. The awareness 
can also help us develop the ability to 

focus on sensations and symptoms that 
really require attention and thus help 
immensely in managing the day-to-day 
life with such disorders.

However, management of such disor-
ders with Yoga needs a careful and well-
guided approach by Yoga teachers who 
have hands-on experience with the dis-
ease and understanding of traditional 
yoga. A combination of asanas, pran-
ayama, diet, sleep management, relax-
ation, and mental attitude can provide 
the much-needed answers to manage 
auto-immune disorders. 

Kaivalyadhama, one of the leading yoga 
institutes in India offers one such work-
shop, both online & on-campus for your 
comprehensive understanding on how 
yoga helps to manage auto-immune 
disorders. Even if Yoga may not claim 
to cure you fully, it will still give you the 
tools to take care of yourself and reset 
your lifestyle to lead a path of health and 
happiness.

This war is within us and the winning 
solution for the same can also be found 
within us. Befriend your body and bring 
back the joy of living with Yoga.

At regular intervals we have programs 
slated for individuals who are seeking to 
heal themselves 

Visit us for more at https://kdham.com/
oncampus-workshops/manage-auto-
immune-disorders-with-yoga/

https://kdham.com/oncampus-workshops/manage-autoimmune-disorders-with-yoga/
https://kdham.com/oncampus-workshops/manage-autoimmune-disorders-with-yoga/
https://kdham.com/oncampus-workshops/manage-autoimmune-disorders-with-yoga/
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Today’s modern life between all the 
hustle and bustle of new trends or fads, 
our Teenagers or Generation Z usually 
fail to prioritize their wellbeing. The 
cherry on the top is the pandemic which 
has brought various changes to our reg-
ular routine and isolation at home and 
absence of the active environment of 
an academic institute, giving birth to 
increased rate of anxiety, stress and 
depression. Teenagers today are facing 
challenges which were very rare and 
unusual 30-40 years back. So the ques-
tion is how can we help and guide our 
teens?

Voilà!  The solution to this problem is 
YOGA. Yoga is not only performing 
asanas, it is much more than that. Yoga is 
a simple and wholesome process which 
keeps our physical, mental, emotional, 
social and spiritual wellbeing in shape.

So, in this blog I’ll be sharing with you 
about some common teenage problems 
and how a little bit about yoga for chil-
dren in this technology centric lifestyle 
to bring happiness & peace.

Teenage World and Their 
Problems

Now, let’s take a quick glimpse into the 
teenage world. Teenagers between 13 
and 19 years of age go through a turbu-
lent phase both internally and exter-
nally. They deal with hormonal changes, 
social changes, academic, competitive 
exam preparations, peer pressure and 
so on, which leads to various problems.

The most common problems for today’s 
teenagers are:

Anxiety and Depression
According to research, 75% of teenagers 
cope with various mental health prob-
lems unknowingly. Teenagers are more 
concerned about their physical appear-
ances and as a result they ignore their 
mental health.

Self-esteem
Children with early childhood trauma 
lack in confidence, they may feel victim-
ized, lonely and isolated and might have 
negative thoughts about themselves too.

Body Image
Body image issue can begin in teenag-
ers in response to the changes in body 
during puberty. Individuals who are 
obese and dissatisfied with their physi-
cal appearance are prone to depression.

Cyber Addiction
Today’s generation Z a.k.a. “Loneliest 
generation” in the race to follow new 
trends spend endless hours online and 
on smartphones inadvertently moving 
them away from human interaction and 
sending them into isolation with no real 
people to talk to or have conversations. 
They Crave for social acceptance.

Bullying and Peer Pressure
Bullying and negative peer pressure can 
cause teens to suffer from low self-es-
teem, anxiety and depression.

Lack of Concentration
Physical and emotional changes, lack of 
sleep, a poor routine, excessive screen 
time or a family trauma can cause lack of 
concentration in teenagers. Unfocussed, 
confused teens are unable to find happi-
ness and purpose in life.

Yoga and Mindfulness 
for Teens MS. CHHAVI AGARWAL

A Post-graduate in English Literature and 

pursuing PG diploma in yoga education (2021 

batch) at Kaivalyadhama, Lonavala

(continued on the next page)
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Yoga – a Supreme Secret of Life

Yes, you read it right. Yoga is a magical 
and a supreme secret to a happy and 
peaceful life. It’s a remover of misery 
and destroyer of pain.

As they say “You cannot always con-
trol what goes on outside. But you can 
always control what goes on inside”.

Yoga is a path to a new world for today’s 
stressed out generation. Daily dose of 
yoga can impact and transform teenag-
ers’ life in healthier way. They learn to 
cope with any challenge in life and build 
a healthy population.

Importance of Yoga for 
Teenagers

1. Regular practice of yogic practices will 
help teenagers to live a Healthy lifestyle. 
It will improve their muscle strength, 
increase stamina, boost their immu-
nity, improve their body physically and 
physiologically and reduces chances of 
childhood obesity.

2. Meditation will improve their con-
centration and creativity level, it will 
sharpen their memory and will bring 
mental stability and calmness.

3. Through the various breathing yogic 
practices and poses yoga help students 
feel in control of their body and mind.

4. Yoga at an early age encourages 
self-esteem and body awareness with a 
physical activity. It creates a better mind 
and body connection.

5. When combined with mindfulness it 
increases patience, maintains calmness 
and improves work efficiency.

6. Most important benefit of yoga is 
that it will help teenagers to get rid of 
depression, anxiety and mental stress.

7. It will teach teenagers the techniques 
to lead a healthy, peaceful and con-
tented living.

I am sharing all above mentioned ben-
efits after experiencing them person-
ally. When I was a teen I suffered from 
anxiety and work pressure but yoga did 
wonders for me. So, basically yoga is a 
whole package that comes with physical, 
mental and spiritual practices. It’s a way 
of living which keeps us in harmony and 
equanimity.

Kaivalyadhama launches 
Sthapana Program

Courtesy by India Education Diary Bureau Admin on July 12, 2021

One of the oldest and pioneering institutes of scientific research in 
Lonavala, Kaivalyadhama is rooted deep into the traditions of yoga and 
changing the lives of millions of people in India and across the globe. For 
the past 97 years, the practice has been preserved and promoted in its tra-
ditional form by eminent Yoga Masters. The aim here is to connect people 
around the world through the art of traditional yoga. Situated across India 
starting from Lonavala to Mumbai, New Delhi, Jaipur, Rajkot and Bhopal, 
Kaivalyadhama has spread its wings till USA, China and Japan. The insti-
tute offers a variety of online and offline courses and conducts workshops 
which helps an individual with multiple health benefits and provides 
immense knowledge on traditional yoga.

To add on to its exceptional programs, on 18th April 2021, Kaivalyadhama 
launched  ‘Sthapna’, a program of basic yet very major form of Yoga, a 
blended course that goes beyond the various contemporary interpre-
tations of Yoga and lays the foundation for exploration into the study of 
Yoga. Considering the ongoing pandemic, Sthapna is a self – paced online 
course spread over 15 hours session that explores the textual, contempo-
rary, and experiential study of Yoga’s history, its types, philosophy, spiritu-
ality, scientific aspects, and application. It follows a holistic integration of 
theory, chanting, and practice that includes postures & breathing. Sthapna 
is a unique online and onsite learning model. After the completion of the 
15 hours online course, week onsite training is hosted at Kaivalyadhama’s 
varied centers in India. One can enroll for onsite programs that will 
offer participants a  Foundation Course Certification from Indian Yoga 
Association.

Commenting on the launch of the Sthapna, Shri Subodh Tiwari, CEO says, 

“Yoga is a practice of spiritual self-realization (Moksha). 
With the launch of Sthapna we are glad to provide the 
understanding of the importance of Yoga in the present 
times. The course will set the foundation for a begin-
ner and provide insights on the history of Yoga, practices 
of ifferent Āsanas & Prānāyāma. In a place full of masks 
and polluted breathing, one can enjoy their staycation at 
Kaivalyadhama amongst the nature surrounded with beauti-
ful gardens, flowers, birds and trees indulging in the varied 
courses by the institute.” 

Website link: https://kdham.com/yoga-foundation-course/
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NEWS

3RD JULY 2021

Abhyas for the Staff of 
Kaivalyadhama 

The relationship between our mind 
and body runs both ways, our mind 
influences the way our body reacts, 
but the form of our body also triggers 
our mind. Every month we have Ms. 
Sindhu Tiwari and team who conduct 
yoga for the staff of Kaivalyadhama to 
keep them attuned to themselves and to 
the tradition of the institute. The art of 
sitting at work is important to all who 
spend a lot of time sitting at the desk.

17TH JULY 2021

Independent Ethics Committee 
for Kaivalyadhama Yoga 
Institute

The Independent Ethics Committee 
meeting was organized by the 
Kaivalyadhama Yoga Institute in online 
mode.

All the IEC members were present in 
the meeting. As per the policies of the 
Scientific Research Department all 
the research proposals approved by 
the Research Advisory Committee of 
the institute were presented here for 
approval. In total two new projects 
were presented in the meeting, after 
incorporating the valuable suggestions 
of the committee members, both the 
projects got approved. In the IEC 
meeting previously sanctioned five 
projects were also updated and their 
proceedings were discussed. The 
Chairman of the IEC committee praised 
the endeavours of researchers and 
encouraged them.

Certificate Course in 
Patanjalayogasutra Chanting 
successfully completed at 
Kaivalyadhama

When a mantra, shloka, stotra or 
a sutra is chanted repeatedly with 
concentration it reveals its rahasya 
(Secrets) and gives its powers to 
its practitioner. The sound symbol 
‘Om’ is one such universal mantra, 
a mahamantra. For a student of 
Yogadarshana, Patanjali’s Yogasutras 
are at the core of learning. 
Kaivalyadhama, Lonavla, founded 
by the scientific sage Swami 
Kuvalayananda in 1924, brought a 
unique opportunity to learn how to 
chant Patanjali’s Yogasutras. All 195 
sutras, word-by-word, sutra-by-
sutra according to the rules of the 
shastras, were taught and  facilitated 
by Dr Rajani Pradhan, Asst. Prof., 
GS College, Kaivalyadhama. The 
course was conducted in English. 
It was successfully completed 
and the students were in awe and 
appreciation of the course. 
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25TH JULY 2021

Vaccination drive for 
Kaivalyadhama parivar 

On 25th July 2021 Kaivalyadhama had 
a vaccination drive for all. Sanjeevani 
Hospital team was invited for 
administering the vaccination. Around 
62 staff members including their family 
members were vaccinated between 
11.30 pm to 3 pm.

Kaivalyadhama outreach 
program distributes clothes to 
the needy

The pandemic has taken an adverse toll 
on the poor, especially the tribals in 
the surrounding villages of Lonavala. 
Kaivalyadhama, through the good office 
of Ms. Brinda Ganatra, Council Member 
of Lonavla, distributed good clothes to 
the needy - a small initiative to reach 
out in service. 

Remembering Swami Maheshananda ji

A havan was organized at Swamiji's kuti and Samadhi with 
mahaprasad for all. Swami Maheshanand ji, Chairman and the 
spiritual head of Kaivalyadhama, transited from his mortal 
coil to immortality. To remember his presence a havan was 
organized in prayer seeking his blessings and recollecting his 
vision and teachings.

Education Visits of yoga teachers commence amidst the easing of 
pandemic restrictions.
Pictures: Yoga Teachers from Thane Yoga School of Yoga (10th August 2021) 

15TH AUGUST 2021

Celebrating our Country at 74 
There was joy in the air as we celebrated 
the Independence Day at Kaivalyadhama. 
It was a privileged moment to have Shri 
Shobhit Gupta, Director - Ministry of 
Education. In his speech he launched 
'Yoga Drishti - vision of health', curated 
Yoga programs for teachers, parents and 
students. The whole campus was in a 
celebratory mood.
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16TH AUGUST 2021 

Inauguration of the New Academic Year 

The 'sadhana' period for the students commenced. The 
inauguration of the Post Graduate Diploma in Yoga Education, 
Diploma in Yoga Therapy, Certificate course in Yoga batch of 
2021-22 took place on the 16th August 2021. All the students 
are residential and have gone through complete protocol and 
shall now be spending their time in the campus. The Chief 
Guest for the Inauguration was Dr Nitin Kareer, Additional 
Chief Secretary, MH, and Guest of Honour was Shri Shobhit 
Gupta, Director - Ministry of Education, Government of 
India. Students came from 18 Indian states and a few overseas 
students from Denmark, Greece and Vietnam. 

JULY-AUGUST 2021 

CCY for INPT Goa, INS Mandovi

Kaivalyadhama successfully conducted a 1-month Certificate 
Course in Yoga for Indian Navy Personnel at INPT Goa, INS 
Mandovi. Indian Naval Physical Training School is one of 
the oldest units of the Indian Navy. The school's legacy and 
history are not only limited to the Navy, but the school is 
also the pioneer organisation for physical/recreational and 
lifesaving training in India. 
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Celebrating Swami Kuvalyananda's 138th Birth Anniversary
On 30th August, Kaivalyadhama came fully alive to celebrate the 138th birth anniversary of our Founder Swami Kuvalyananda. It 
was celebrated with pomp and glory. 

Birth Anniversary 
Celebration of Swami 
Kuvalyanandaji at 
Kaivalyadhama Bhopal unit
Kaivalyadhama Yoga Prashikshan 
Kendra Bhopal celebrated 138th 
Birth Anniversary of Swami 
Kuvalyanandaji in the presence 
of working committee Bhopal 
Chairman Shri Sunil Joshi, 
member Shri S.K. Dubey, in-charge 
Shri Sandeep Dixit and other 
staff members. On this occasion, 
plantation was performed at 
Kaivalyadhama Bhopal and pledge 
was taken to continue to take the 
legacy of Kaivalyadhama ahead.
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GUEST VISITS
Shri Patanjali, accompanied by Shri Amitabh Shukla, senior officials from the Income Tax Department, visited the 
Kaivalyadhama campus on 7th July 2021.

Shri Ram Kumar Rathi, an eminent 
businessman and Yoga supporter, 
visited Kaivalyadhama. He serves 
on the Board of the Patanjali Trust 
and also Vice-President at SVYASA, 
Bengaluru. Shri Rathi ji has extended 
a strong financial support to Project 
Anand, the centre for holistic healing 
coming up at Kaivalyadhama. He was 
accompanied by Smt. Sunanda Rathi, 
Director, Chiranjeev Foundation. They 
paid their respects to the Chairman 
Shri O.P. Tiwari ji and went around the 
institute. 
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ONLINE ATTENDANCE 

INR 1,000 per person / USD 15 
for all conference days

*ON-SITE ATTENDANCE

INR 5,000 per person 
(inclusive of meals and dormitory accommodation for all conference days)

*People who are desirous of separate accommodation can opt for booking accommodation at Kaivalyadhama 
Healthcare Centre (as per preference) for all 7 days or book at a nearby hotel online.

As a part of precautionary steps taken due to COVID-19, the registration for the 
conference and the payment of fees will be only in online mode. 

CLICK THIS LINK TO REGISTER AND PAY FOR THE CONFERENCE: 

https://kdham.com/international-conference-2021/

As per the existing COVID-19 guidelines, it is mandatory for participants who plan to 
attend the conference onsite at the Kaivalyadhama campus in Lonavala to upload their 
certificate of double vaccination at the time of registration as well as produce an RT-PCR 
negative report conducted within 72 hours at the time of arrival on the campus.

https://kdham.com/international-conference-2021/ 
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I N T E R V I E W  W I T H

Rev. Thomas Dabre

Rev. Thomas Dabre is the Bishop of the Diocese of 
Poona, India. Active in inter-faith dialogue, Bishop 
Dabre was previously a professor at the Jnana Deepa 
Vidyapeeth, where he also completed his doctorate on 
the Marathi poet Tukaram. Bishop Thomas Dabre was 
born on Oct. 23, 1945. He was ordained priest on Oct. 31, 
1971 and was ordained bishop on May 27, 1990. He was 
appointed bishop of Pune on Apr 4, 2009. He is a close 
associate and friend of Kaivalyadhama

Q1.

You always mention ‘true 
religion must promote unity 
and harmony among human 
beings’. What does this mean in 
reality?

In reality it means that we have to get rid 
of communalism fanaticism and funda-
mentalism. And the worst form of all 
this is terrorism. These  are all incom-
patible with the authentic spirit of reli-
gion. These things result in division and 
discrimination. Suspicion  and tensions. 
True religion unites, doesn’t divide. 
True religion promotes unity love and 
friendship among people. We are  all 
children of one and  the same God.

Q2.

What is your opinion on the 
teachings of yoga and yogic 
studies as a way of life?

I personally look on yoga and yogic 
studies, with interest and openness of 
mind. Personally I practise some of the 
yoga postures and live some of the yoga 
values. Yoga helps in many ways for our 
personal wellbeing. I have written and 
given lectures n Yoga, in different places.

Q3.

What is your model of 
education which impacts 
youngsters as they make career 
options in life?

Yes, education must enable and 
empower  and equip students for a suit-
able professional career in life, so in 
this sense education has to become job 
oriented too. After 10 to 15 years of edu-
cation many students don’t know what 
jobs they can do, nor do they have the 
necessary skills for jobs.

However, money and food are not 
everything in life. Man does not live by 
bread alone. Human beings have their 
bodies, their psyche, emotional life,  
their soul and their spirit. All these have 
to be developed through education. 
Ultimately, an educated person must be 
a good human being.

Q4.

What attracted you to  
Kaivalyadhama for so many 
years 

Yes, it is true that I have many friends in 
Kaivalyadhama. They have invited me to 
give lectures, which I delivered there. I 

have always enjoyed my friendship with 
them. It is my dear friend and sister 
Angelica Reidle,  who was the source 
and  the foundation along with Swami 
Maheshanandaji, of my bonding with 
Kaivalyadhama. The 3 of us enjoyed very 
extraordinary bonds of friendship unity 
and brotherhood. And they are the ones 
who introduced me to the staff and life 
in  Kaivalyadhama. Then of course,  in 
the course  of time, my relationships 
with everybody on the campus steadily 
grew up.

Q5.

What will be your message 
to humanity in these 
uncertain times?

In truth I am a simple human being, on 
the path of life as a pilgrim. And so I am 
not a big Acharya to deliver a message to 
humanity.  But certainly I like to share 
my experiences with people. I have 
enjoyed my bonding with human beings. 
It is human beings inspired by God who 
have brought happiness and light into 
my life. Also faith in God has anchored 
my own life on a firm foundation and set 
me in the right direction.

So my message is: have faith in God, love 
human beings and serve them.

B i s h o p  o f  t h e  D i o c e s e  o f  P o o n a ,  I n d i a
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Crossword 
YOGQuiz

ACROSS

4. Control of vital energy is called ____  (9)
6. Pranayama good for acidity (7)
10. Controlled exhalation (6)
11. Retention of breath (8)
12. Sushumna Nadi is related with this organ (6,4)
13. Controlled inhalation (6)
14. Meaning of mantra (5)
16. Trataka has a direct effect on ____   (3,5)
18. What is pranava? (5,4)
20. A type of relaxative asana (9)
21. A meditative asana (9)
22. Asana good for throat, ear and nose (9)

DOWN

1. Kapalbhati is a ____ (5)
2. Pranayama good for Thyroid (6)
3. Founder of Kaivalyadhama (5,12)
4. One of the three Nadis (6)

5. Which Pranayama can facilitate 'cleansing of the nadis'? (4,7)
7. Pranayama that produces honeybee-like sound (9)
8. Practice of gazing steadily (7)
9. Puraka is one of the practices of ____  (6)
15. Asana good for diabetes (9)
17. Pranayama that has the power to overcome hunger and thirst (8)
19. Asana that can be performed after consuming food (9)
21. Author of the sutra 'Sthira, Sukham, Asanam' (9)

Send your answers to info@kdham.com 
The first 3 correct set of answers will get gift coupons of Rs 1000/- each on our 
publication books at www.kdhamproducts.com
The winners will be announced in the next issue.
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Kaivalyadhama 
Samarthak Samudaay

An exclusive community of well wishers and good samaritans 
striving to create a better world for everyone
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Kaivalyadhama was founded in 1924 with the distinct purpose of merging yoga tradition with science, to make this knowledge relevant and 
accessible to the world. Over the years we have created and innovated synergies across health, education, and research in Yoga. We believe that 
traditional Yoga has the answers for a holistic fulfilling life and are spreading this message through our 16 centers internationally. Our programs, 
teachings and research have benefitted several people globally who have been supporting us in different ways which led to the formation of the 
Kaivalyadhama Samarthak Samudaay.

The Smarathak Samudaay is an active community of well-wishers and supporters who champion the cause of Kaivalyadhama and its work. 
Membership to the community is offered by invitation and only after a due diligence process.

Stay connected
Be a part of the Kaivalyadhama family. Meet 
and connect with people from different walks 
of life who have been positively impacted by 
Yoga in their personal and professional lives

Annual gathering and various Samarthak-
only events

Exclusive membership card

Exclusive Privileges
Complimentary stay for two people with food 
and Yoga in one deluxe/executive room on 
double occupancy basis at Lonavala campus 
(valid through the period of membership)

• 15-year Privileges 
1 free stay of 7 days

• 30-year Privileges  
5 free stays of 7 days each

One complimentary subscription to 100 
hours online “Yoga Certification Course” to 
deep dive into the philosophy, understanding 
and practice of Yoga

One complimentary subscription to a 15-hour 
online foundation course in Yoga (Sthapana) 
to take your yogic journey beyond the mat

The complimentary stay and online courses 
can be utilized by the members or gifted to 
their family or friends

Access to periodic complimentary online or 
onsite workshops/programs

Preferential Pricing
10% discount on Ayurveda and 
Naturopathy therapies on every visit/stay at 
Kaivalyadhama Lonavala. 

10% discount on Kaivalyadhama branded 
products at Uttpati Store. 

Discounts and exclusive offers for important 
events like conferences and special events

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

DONATION OPTIONS

INR 2,00,001
15-year Privileges

INR 5,00,001
30-year Privileges

All donations are exempted under section 80G and can avail tax benefits

Note: Privileges are non-transferable

To apply for membership or any clarification please email us at samarthak@kdham.com

mailto:samarthak%40kdham.com%20?subject=
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At Kaivalyadhama, we have year round workshops on yoga sutras, pranayama, sound therapy, yoga therapy and on a wide range 
of other topics.

Upcoming Workshops

ONLINE WORKSHOPS

Traditional Yoga Class on Sunday with 
Kaivalyadhama (English with Japanese Translation)

Shri Neeraj Singh
10, 17, 24, 31 October 2021
Time: 12:30 to 13:30 (IST) | 16:00 to 17:00 (Japan)

Meditation for Yoga Teachers
Prof. R.S. Bhogal
Series 2: 15-17 October 2021
Series 3: 12-14 November 2021
Time: 16:30 to 19:15 (IST)

Yoga and Ayurvedic Approach to 
Psychological Diseases and Treatments
Shri Neeraj Singh & Dr Sajith Pillai
23-24 October 2021
Time : 16:30 to 18:30 (IST)

Yoga for Memory and Concentration
Shri Ravi Dixit
30-31 October 2021
Time : 16:30 to 18:45 (IST)

Principles of Yoga and Ayurveda
Dr Sharadchandra Bhalekar
Series 1: 19-21 November 2021
Series 2: 17-19 December 2021
Series 3: 7-9 January 2022
Time: 16:30 to 18:30 (IST)

Yoga for Weight Management
Shri Vivek Tiwari
27-28 November 2021
Time: 16:30 to 18:30 (IST)

ON-CAMPUS WORKSHOPS

Integrated Chakra Meditation
Dr Santosh Pandey
25-30 October 2021

Manage Auto Immune Disorders with 
Yoga
Ms Renu Jain
19-26 December 2021
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Our products are 
now Online

One-stop shop for everything 
yogic, books and products. Order 
online from the comfort of your home.

www.kdhamproducts.com

https://www.kdhamproducts.com
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http://www.kdham.com/donate-page/

